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Briefly 
Campus 
AIDS rcbroadcast: 
Because of the high vol- 
ume of calls received when 
it was originally aired, a 
WBGU-TV 27 production of 
Journal '91 on AIDS will be 
rebroadcast at 11 p.m. to- 
night. 
Tim Smith of Channel 27 
said phone calls would be 
accepted during the show at 
372-2700. 
Science talk: 
Students with an interest 
in actuarial science may 
come to a talk with Mr. 
Daryle Johnson today at 
5:30 in 459 Math Science 
Building. 
Officers elected: 
Mike Cook was elected 
6resident of the college 
emocrats Tuesday to re- 
Blace former head Damian 
illack, who resigned last 
week. 
Cook will be supported by 
Sam Melendez, executive 
assistant, who will replace 
former vice-president Alex 
Teodosio. Teodosio, a grad- 
uate student who lost to city 
councilman Tom Anderson 
in the local primary elec- 
tions last spring, also re- 
signed last week. 
Tara Pannet, Lisa Tag- 
liarina, and Sara Parrish 
will remain secretary, 
treasurer and Undergradu- 
ate Student Government 
representative, respective- 
ly- 
Local 
OSU band to perform: 
COLUMBUS — The Ohio 
State University Marching 
Band will perform at the 
University of Toledo's Sav- 
age Hall on Nov. 22. 
The performance will 
start at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5 
and may be purchased at 
Finders Record and Tapes, 
in Bowling Green. 
Goodwill drive: 
The Bowling Green chap- 
ter of Beta Sigma Phi Soror- 
ity in conjunction with 
Goodwill Industries will col- 
lect donated goods on Sat., 
Nov. 16 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
atK-Mart,llllS.Main,in 
Bowling Green. 
Adult college aid: 
Adults who nave never at- 
tended college or have had 
their education interupted 
will have the opportunity to 
learn how to begin college at 
the "Taking the Next Step" 
program at Firelands Col- 
lege tonight from 7 to 8:30 
p.m. 
The program will be in the 
East Lounge of the East 
Building. Admission is free, 
and a three hour credit 
course will be given away 
through a drawing. 
Lottery 
Bush calls for cuts in interest rates 
Lottery picks: 
Here are the Ohio Lottery 
drawing selections made 
Tuesday night: 
Pick3Numbers: 2-8-9 
Pick 4 Numbers: 6-1-2-1 
Cards: King of Hearts 
Eight of Clubs 
Ten of Diamonds 
Jack of Spades 
The Super Lotto jackpot is 
$4 million. 
Weather 
Becoming warmer: 
Today, becoming partly 
sunny with the high around 
55. Southwest winds 10 to 20 
X". Tonight, partly cloudy 
the low 35 to 40. 
compiled from local and 
wire reports 
by Rita Beamish 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK - President George Bush 
urged credit card issuers to cut interest 
rates Tuesday to help revive the nation's 
sagging economy and accused Demo- 
crats of sending his legislative prescrip- 
tions to "liberal limbo." 
Speaking at a fundraiser for his still- 
unofficial re-election campaign, Bush 
blended an attack on the Democrats with 
a fresh prescription for the economy, 
which has not rebounded strongly from 
recession as the administration had 
hoped. 
"Right now the signals are mixed" on 
the economy, he said. 
Bush took aim at credit-card rates that 
are commonly in the 18 percent to 19 per- 
''Sometimes I get this sinking feeling that the 
Democrats believe that they can win only if times are 
bad. They have a vested interest in seeing us fail." 
—George Bush 
cent range. That is 10 percentage points 
or more above the 7.5 percent prune rate 
that banks charge their most cred- 
itworthy customers. 
"I'd frankly like to see the credit card 
rates down. I believe that would help 
stimulate the consumer and get the con- 
fidence moving again," Bush said. 
Bush spoke a day after a fresh poll 
showed his job performance approval 
ratine down 6 points in the past month 
and 29 points since spring. 
Bush told a New York luncheon audi- 
ence that Americans are weary of the 
Democratic-controlled Congress, its 
"endless appetite for sideshows that 
have really kind of embarrassed our 
country" and lawmakers' "overindul- 
gence in perks and privileges." 
He blamed Congress for blocking his 
proposals on transportation, energy, 
unemployment and crime, declaring: 
"Sometimes I get this sinking feeling 
that the Democrats believe that they can 
win only if times are bad. They have a 
vested interest in seeing us fail. 
He said he has asked Congress three 
times to enact "economic measures that 
I believe are sound" to promote growth, 
such as capping damages in legal suits, 
approving enterprise zones to give incen- 
tives to businesses in inner cities and cut- 
ting the capital gains tax to spur in- 
vestment. 
"Three times in three years, the 
leadership up on the Hill sent those initia- 
tives into a liberal limbo up there," he 
said. 
"I don't think that he has offered any 
sense of leadership on any of the issues 
that might be able to pull us out of the ec- 
onomic mess that we are in," said House 
Majority Leader Richard Gephardt, in 
Washington. "If he has been mugged, he 
has been mugged by his own unwilling- 
See Bush, page four. 
Greek unity 
emphasized 
at Panhel 
meeting 
by Sherry Turco 
general assignment reporter 
Working as one with Black 
Greek Council and Interfraterni- 
ty Council was the main focus of 
Panhellenic Council executive 
board nominee platforms. 
Gamma Phi Beta Laura Jack- 
son and Chi Omega Nicky Pohl- 
mann are running for Panhel 
president while Alpha Xi Delta 
Chelsea Furlong and Alpha Omi- 
cron Pi Christy Webb are running 
for vice-president. 
The candidates addressed rep- 
resentatives from each sorority 
at Tuesday night's Panhel meet- 
ing. 
Both presidential candidates 
support Black Greek Council in 
their auest to bring National 
Panhellic Council to the Universi- 
ty. Panhellenic Council has 
already agreed to support the 
movement as a body. 
"I've spoken with Tonia my- 
self," Jackson said. "We want the 
greek system to be seperate, but 
together." Pohlmann agreed. 
"Black Greek Council, Inter- 
fraternity Council, and Panhel- 
lenic Council can work together 
as long as we keep the lines of 
communication open," she said. 
Jackson said she is also con- 
cerned with on greek zoning for 
new housing. Other goals include 
evaluating and improving greek 
programming rattier than de- 
crease or increase it, she said. 
"I will remain available and 
approachable to all members of 
Panhellenic Council during my 
term as president," Jackson said. 
Making sure communications 
are kept up between BGC, IFC, 
and Panhel is the main goal of 
nominee Pohlmann. 
"Each of the groups can learn 
from one another's actions," 
Pohlmann said when asked how 
she felt about the groups being 
seperate. She said she will also 
challenge Panhel women to think 
critically about their values and 
ideals. 
Wall On The Wall n"G*"*",rt"k 
A customer walks past photos of the Berlin WaU In the lobby of the Hunlington Bank on South Main Street Tuesday morning. 
►Story on page three. 
Trustee should have listened to wife 
Donated banner stolen from football field right under their noses 
by J.J.Thompson 
administration reporter 
University Trustee John 
Maheny hasn't taken his wife's 
advice after almost 30 years of 
marriage, but he may start now. 
The 10-foot banner Maheny and 
his wife, Sandy, recently donated 
to the BG Football Parents Or- 
ganization was stolen last week — 
as he and his wife watched the 
culprits walk off with it. 
Maheny said they were waiting 
in the press box after the Bowling 
Green-Kent State game for their 
son, Matt, to come out of the 
locker room when they saw two 
young boys walk toward the ban- 
ner. Maheny's wife told him the 
two were trying to take the ban- 
ner, but he said he did not believe 
her. 
"I said 'Nah, Sand, that guy 
was sent to pick it up'," he said. 
"I should have listened — she's 
right 100 percent of the time. 
You'd think after 27 years I'd 
learn." 
Maheny said he did not see 
enough of the boys to make a de- 
scription and he does not think 
they will ever see the banner 
again. 
"I doubt it — I have no idea 
who's got it," he said. "As usual, 
Sandy was right and I was 
wrong." 
A member of the parents or- 
ganization, Maheny said he de- 
cided to donate the professionally 
made banner after his wife sug- 
gested it. 
"I think it was my wife who 
thought it would be nice to take to 
the games," he said. 
Parents' Organization member 
Pat Long said she was also wait- 
ing for her son, Brad, to come out 
of the locker room while the ban- 
ner was stolen. 
"I had gone back to check the 
signs and it was gone," she said. 
"We thought no one would want 
it, but we were wrong." 
Long said that any other ban- 
ner would not have mattered as 
much if it were stolen because the 
others were homemade and were 
not donated by prominent mem- 
bers of the University communi- 
ty. 
"It's embarrassing because it 
was donated by a trustee of Bowl- 
ing Green," she said. "If it had 
been any of the others, we just 
would have been out of money, 
but [this one] was intended to be 
handed down year after year." 
Long said the organization has 
talked with the grounds crew and 
athletic department officials in 
hopes that the banner was put 
away by an employee, but no one 
has seen it. 
Long said the group wants to 
have it back in time for the Ball 
State game Saturday and the Cal- 
ifornia Raisin Bowl, and are get- 
ting worried that it will not be re- 
turned. 
"We thought maybe someone 
Cal Bowl." 
Diet deficiencies possible for vegetarians 
by Greg Watson 
health and environment reporter 
One of the more popular reasons for becoming a vegetar- 
ian Is to "eat healthier." 
But many people who are "vegetarians" do not like to eat 
vegetables —which can lead to nutritional deficiencies, 
Student Health Services health educator Jeanne Wright 
said. 
University Food Operations Assistant Director Monna 
Pugh said some "vegetarians" concentrate their diets on 
dairy' and grain products. She said it is healthier to eat well- 
balanced meals — which include meat, vegetables and 
dairy products. 
Organizations such as the American Dietetic Association, 
the American Heart Association and the National Industry 
of Health list meat as one of the requirements for a well- 
balanced diet, Wright said. 
Pugh said people who are vegetarians can have a well- 
balanced diet, but many times they do not get enough of the 
nutritional requirements. 
"If somebody is a vegetarian, but they don't like vegeta- 
bles, they will not be taking in the proper amount of iron," 
Wright said. 
Pugh said while food such as vegetables and grains have 
a good deal of iron, the human body absorbs less iron from 
vegetable products than from meat products. 
Vegetarians also must eat more food to get the required 
amounts of iron, Wright added. 
The human body should consume 15 milligrams of iron a 
day, Wright said. Because meat products have more iron, 
she said, it is easier for meat eaters to meet daily iron re- 
quirements than vegetarians. 
But while getting the required amounts of iron, vegetar- 
ians may also be getting too much fiber if they eat a lot of 
wheat and pasta products, Wright said. 
Females should get more iron, especially during preg- 
nancies, Wright said. Males need 15 milligrams of iron a 
day, while females need up to 24 milligrams a day, she said. 
Pugh said it is important for vegetarians to eat a large 
mixture of foods so they get the required amounts of am- 
mino acids and proteins. 
According to the 1990 Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 
people should eat two fruit, three vegetable and six grain 
servings per day. 
Some vegetables also do not have enough amino acids or 
proteins, Pugh said, and it is better to eat vegetable prod- 
ucts such as grains, rice and beans. 
Food Operations has been offering vegetarian dishes 
every meal starting this semester, Pugh said. While some 
students may consider the looks of the food unappetizing, 
Pugh said, "It is tasty." 
Many of the recipes used by Food Operations come from a 
C See Veggies, page lour. 
Opinion 
M ATI HEW A. DANEMAN, EDITORIAL EDITOR.   372-6966. 
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The ABC's and 123's 
to off-campus renting 
The time is here again — apart- 
ment shopping. 
Students on a quest to find the "per- 
fect" place — or at least one which does 
not have gaping holes in the walls — 
can be easily frustrated by the over- 
whelming decisions. Problems such as 
leases, security deposits, smoke de- 
tectors and damages can create a 
maddening maze for any prospective 
tenant. However, by following a few 
simple steps, students can easily 
sidestep many of the renting land 
mines awaiting the unwary. 
• Before eager apartment searchers 
sign any lease, they must be sure what 
they are getting into. 
Student Legal Services can play an 
integral part in helping students dis- 
cover lease problems before they arise. 
Greg Bakies, managing attorney for 
SLS, said students may take a copy of 
the potential lease to SLS, where a 
"lease review" will be done. 
If there is a problem with the lease or 
numbers of students signing the lease, 
students will be advised to have the 
landlord sign one of SLS's standard 
leases. Bakies describes the lease as a 
"more neutral document which many 
landlords use." 
• Before moving in, students should 
take pictures of the apartment in case 
the landlord tries to withhold an 
amount of the security deposit for 
damages. In addition, Bakies also 
suggests the use of a check-in sheet 
signed by a witness for the same pur- 
pose. 
• By law, tenants must receive their 
security deposit minus damages with- 
held within 30 days of returning the 
keys to property owners and giving the 
forwarding addresses in writing so 
realtors can send the deposit back to 
tenants. 
If the landlord fails to do this, the 
former tenants are entitled to double 
their damages back. 
"This is double the amount wrongfu- 
lly witheld — not necessarily the entire 
deposit," Bakies said. 
In order to get double damages, ten- 
ants must file a suit against the land- 
lord in Municipal Court — a process 
which takes approximately 10 minutes. 
To file a suit, you just need to take a 
copy of the lease to the municipal court 
building on Poe Road and say you wish 
to sue your landlord for your security 
deposit. 
• All apartments in the city should be 
equipped with smoke detectors. If your 
rental unit does not have one, contact 
your landlord. If the landlord does not 
comply, you have two options. First, 
you may seek help from SLS or directly 
contact the health department. 
• In addition, if there is a safety or 
sanitation problem, such as a window 
which will not close, or broken plumb- 
ing or appliances, the landlord is re- 
quired to fix it within 24 hours. If the 
landlord does not comply, the tenant 
may contact the Board of Health to 
intervene. 
You're finally off campus — au re- 
voir to fire alarms and cod on bun. But 
these happy years of independence 
should not be marred by the problems 
common to so many tenants. When 
looking for the perfect pad in Bowling 
Green, be sure to know your rights — 
nip off-campus problems in the bud. 
Instant nostalgia: one cup of 
grandparent, season to taste 
SHARLYN 
AVINA 
Tick-tock, tick-toek, tick- 
tock...I hate waiting, whether it 
be for a person, a never-ending 
train or Christmas vacation. To 
make matters worse, I am al- 
ways early or at least on time. 
Even when I try to be late, I'm 
still early. Because I am punc- 
tual, I am easily annoyed by 
those who aren't. 
I used to pick my sister up from 
school every day. She was never 
on time, yet I continually arrived 
early. Once she was 20 minutes 
late. As the minutes passed, I be- 
came angrier and angrier and 
was on the verge of leaving her 
behind when she finally showed 
up. Words could not express how 
angry I was with her. We had a 
huge argument on the drive home 
and I actually pulled over to the 
side of the road and told her to get 
out. Of course, she didn't. Look- 
ing back on this incident, al- 
though I hate to admit it, I think I 
might have overreacted a little. 
Today, like every day, I am 
waiting for the mail to come — 
not that it's the highlight of my 
day or anything, but it's in the top 
ten. You never know when Ed 
McMahon will send me a check 
for 10 million dollars! Wait, I 
think I see the mail carrier now. I 
Sut on my jacket and trek out to 
le mailbox (unlike those lazy 
city people, I actually have to 
walk out to the road to get my 
mail; it's not delivered to the 
door). I'm especially blessed to- 
day, because amid the Visa bill 
and the 'we want you back' mail 
from Columbia House lies a 
treasure — a letter from my 
Grandma Avina. 
She always has a funny story to 
relate to me about my grand- 
father. For example, once when 
she wasn't feeling well, he 
thought he'd help out with the 
cooking. Unfortunately, he didn't 
realize that you can't put a metal 
pan in the microwave. By the 
lime my grandma made it to the 
kitchen, it was too late for the 
microwave. Smoke was pouring 
out the top of it; he had burned a 
hole clear through it! And even 
now after three years, she still 
writes me letters about the Pesky 
Red Bird. My grandfather, after 
repeatedly trying to scare and de- 
ter this red bird from sitting on 
the mirrors of his truck, finally 
had to resort to violence. 
Today, Grandma is writing 
about how my grandpa acciden- 
tly left the lid off the cookie jar, 
causing all the ants in Putnam 
County to storm her cupboards. It 
was touch-and-go for awhile, but 
with the help of Raid! , my 
grandma prevailed. 
Smiling, I refold the letter, re- 
membering the summer days I 
used to spend with them as a child 
— drinking lemonade under the 
shade tree, feeling the cool grass 
under my bare feet, and laughing 
as they told me stories about their 
lives. Everything was so peaceful 
and safe there, and at night we 
could see millions of stars. Their 
nearest neighbor is at least a half 
a mile away. We would always 
play Rummy 500 or SkipBo and 
my grandma would always bring 
my sister and me cookies or her 
favorite — butterscotches and 
those pink mints. At my grand- 
parents' I had all the time in the 
world to enjoy life. I wasn't wait- 
ing for anything. Now my grand- 
parents are in the Sunshine State, 
gardening the winter away, and 
won't be back in Ohio until early 
May (when I graduate!). 
My grandparents are very spe- 
cial people and I love them 
dearly. It's amazing what rich 
and fulfilling, lives they have led 
so far. Two summers ago they 
celebrated their golden wedding 
anniversary. They really love 
each other. I admire how much 
they have sacrificed and worked 
to give their children everything 
they could want. They have never 
fiven up. Both were born in 1914 
in 1914, women were still unable 
to vote legally). They have lived 
through the World Wars, the De- 
pression, the Vietnam War, the 
Civil Rights Movement...the his- 
tory they have witnessed seems 
so remote and untouchable to me, 
yet they actually experienced 
what I've only read about in his- 
tory books! 
I think ahead to some day in the 
very, very distant future to the 
days when my grandchildren ask 
me about the world in which I 
grew up. I wonder what I'll say. I 
guess I'll have to wait and see. 
Sharlyn A vina is a senior Eng- 
lish major from Bowling Green. 
Walk-out steps over the issues 
Truth, justice the losers at Friday's Olscamp forum 
W 
MICHAEL 
BRENNAN 
"In the name of truth, justice, 
righteousness and Tightness, we 
have come, the student 
leaders..." - Muhammed Luster, 
Willie Garrett, Maurice Tate, and 
Tonia Simmons (Nov 8). 
And in the name of truth, jus- 
tice, righteousness and Tightness, 
I attended last Friday s open 
forum to hear what these four 
student leaders had to say. With 
relative clarity they expressed 
their side of the story concerning 
the alleged activities surrounding 
the Phi Beta Sigma dance of Au- 
gust 28 and all events since then. I 
wanted to ask questions, and I 
wasn't alone. After they made a 
blunt ultimatum to President 
Olscamp, to dismiss Cpl. Shu- 
maker immediately, (accused of 
writing a fallacious police re- 
port, ) they all got up and left in 
protest of his non-committal re- 
ply. 
An A for theatrics, but an F 
for tact. Behaving militantly 
polarized is never a way to win 
points with the mainstream. 
Even David Duke learned this. 
Buried underneath the demon- 
strations, the cries of racism and 
the theatrics was a bill for 
$493.95. Granted, for a revenue- 
generating event (as the Phi Beta 
Sigma dance was) the fraternity 
should be responsible for paying 
for security officers (like Shu- 
maker) to be there. 
However,  when  other police 
Letters to Hie Kditor 
WFAL coverage 
slipped on leers 
The BG News: 
I am writing in response to the 
Lake Superior sweep of the icers. 
While I am disappointed in the 
losses, I am even more disap- 
pointed in WFAL's radio cover- 
age. At the start of the third 
Briod, a comment was made 
it "it's about time for the Fal- 
cons to warm up the bus." I was 
offended by the comment and 
Kevin and Craig's bandwagon 
support of the Falcons. 
When [the team is] winning, 
everyone is a hockey tan; when 
they are losing, however, we see 
our true hockey fans (which do 
not include Craie and Kevin). 
Either you're a hockey fan or 
you're not, and comments like 
those of WFAL's sports commen- 
tators are unnecessary and un- 
supportive. We need to support 
the Falcon athletic teams, win or 
lose, and keep offending state- 
ments quiet. 
I have included only one exam- 
ple of the derogatory and rude 
comments I heard listening to the 
broadcast. Anyone tuned In dur- 
ing the third period heard contin- 
ual criticism from Kevin and 
Craig much too numerous to 
mention. 
To Craig and Kevin, I would 
like to say that Nathan Cressman 
did a commendable job on that 
Saturday considering he is a 
freshman  with limited experi- 
officers are called to the scene for 
an immediate halt to activities 
which are criminal or disturbing 
to the peace, there is something 
fundamentally wrong with charg- 
ing the fraternity for this. Take, 
for example, a BGSU hockey 
game: suppose a violent or crim- 
inal act were to occur at a hockey 
game (which generates revenue) 
and University Police were called 
in. Would either the hockey team 
or the BGSU Athletic Department 
receive a bill for services ren- 
dered? I should hope not. I'd 
rather not believe that BGSU 
cops (who are already being paid 
by our fees and tax dollars) are 
self-imposed mercenaries with a 
gun in one hand and getaway loot 
In the other. 
So, is Cpl. Shumaker a racist? 
Maybe, maybe not. He might be 
guilty of nothing more than com- 
posing a terribly written and fac- 
tually vague police report. Keep- 
ing this in mind, the uncondi- 
tional demand by the student 
leaders for Shumaker's imme- 
diate dismissal (and by default, 
with no further investigation) is 
unreasonable and unrealistic. 
On the other hand, a charge for 
additional, unsanctioned police 
officers that the Phi Beta Sigma 
fraternity was billed for, the run- 
around given to the fraternity and 
the student leaders by adminis- 
tration officials upon questioning 
the bill, and the runaround given 
to them by University Police con- 
cerning Shumaker's police re- 
port, all reek of racism. 
I have never doubted the fact 
that in America racism is institu- 
tionalized on all levels. It is some- 
thing that has poisoned American 
society for hundreds of years, and 
sadly, it would seem, for many 
years to come. Yet if I may bor- 
row a couple of lines from the 
ence. Your comments were espe- 
cially ignorant in light of the fact 
that he has already come close to 
breaking a record. 
Tricia Georgi junior 
social work 
Northwood, O. 
Troup, Clough: 
a death in waiting 
Open letter to the city of Bowl- 
ing Green Traffic Commission: 
During the past several years 
when I nave had an office near 
the intersection of Clough and 
Troup streets, I have witnessed 
numerous accidents and near- 
accidents. The problem has be- 
come much worse since the two- 
way stop was changed from 
Troup to Clough. 
On Tuesday, October 1, I wit- 
nessed a typical collision. A 
driver proceeding on Clough 
Street pulled into the intersection 
on the mistaken assumption it 
was a four-way stop, and was hit 
by a car heading down Troup. In 
spite of the signs to the contrary 
on Clough, the mistaken assump- 
tion is very understandable be- 
cause this intersection is located 
between two four-way stops on 
Clough and because in all other 
cases where there is a stop on 
Clough, there is a also a stop on 
the crossing street. When I called 
the BG police to report the accl- 
creed of The Obsidian , some- 
thing we all tend to forget, even 
some Obsidian writers: "Com- 
mon blood flows through common 
veins, and common eyes all see 
the same. Now, more than ever, 
all people must be together." 
One of the few people that could 
have helped the student leaders 
was snubbed by their theatrics: 
Ellen Connally, Cleveland muni- 
cipal judge and member of the 
Board of Trustees. Shortly after 
the student leaders' exodus from 
the open forum last Friday, she 
remarked, "I happen to be black. 
I went to school here. I came here 
in 1963. A lot of things have hap 
pened to me on this campus. I 
now happen to be a University 
trustee. I drove two hours, on my 
own time (I'm on vacation), to 
come here to ask some questions 
to see if I could help these stu- 
dents and get things straightened 
out, and they wouldn't even an- 
swer my questions...the trustees 
of this University are the peo- 
ple...who govern this University [ 
and] are in the position to do the 
most work in helping them." 
So yes, the student leaders 
Garrett, Luster, Tate and Sim- 
mons do have points that ought to 
be addressed. The issues are im- 
portant and they have seized the 
attention of both the administra- 
tion and the campus as a whole. 
Progress will not be made if peo- 
ple are turned off by confronta- 
tional attitudes before they can 
be turned on to the real issues 
that confront American society 
and the microcosm of it known as 
Bowling Green State University. 
Michael Dylan Brennan is a 
columnist for The BG News. 
dent, the person who answered 
the phone indicated that this was 
an extremely dangerous intersec- 
tion, but that only the Traffic 
Commission could rectify the 
problem. 
I am convinced that unless this 
intersection is made a four-way 
stop, it is only a matter of time 
untU there is a very serious acci- 
dent at this intersection. Please 
act before a death or major in- jury occurs. 
Fred D. Miller Jr. 
professor 
philosophy 
Respond 
The News reserves the 
right to reject any submit- 
ted works it deems mali- 
cious, libelous or offensive. 
The News reserves the 
right to edit any and all 
submitted works for clari- 
ty's and brevity's sake. 
The BG News 
210 West Hall 
Correction 
The blotter appearing in 
Tuesday, Nov. 12 edition of 
The BG News incorrectly 
listed the address of Ed Ke- 
lly as 215 Conklin Hall. Kelly 
actually resides at 214 Conk- 
lin. 
1 
Local 
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Catalog shoppers 
be warned: watch 
out for bum deals 
Editor's note: This is the first of a weekly series of con- 
sumer tips from the local Bet- 
ter Business Bureau. 
Many folks in the Bowling 
Green area are receiving 
bright Christmas catalogs in 
the mail every day. Because 
we are all so busy, the idea of 
doing Christmas shopping by 
mail — in advance — may be 
a great convenience. But I 
have some tips you might 
want to follow. 
Although most mail-order 
companies are legitimate, 
each year Better Business 
Bureaus receive thousands of 
complaints against com- 
panies that sell merchandise 
through the mail. To avoid 
mail-order problems: 
First, be sure to check their 
reputation with the Better 
Business Bureau. Our Bowl- 
ing Green phone line is 
l-«0O-472-O130. 
Carefully read the product 
description in catalogs or 
brochures. Don't rely on a 
picture; it may make the 
product look larger or better 
than it actually is. For exam- 
ple, is a product wood or 
printed plastic? For clothing, 
check the care instructions. 
Can it be washed or must it be 
dry-cleaned? 
Find out about the compan- 
y's return policy, and if it 
isn't stated, ask before you 
order. Complete the order 
form as directed and keep a 
copy! Often customers who 
complain can't even tell us 
what they ordered! 
If your merchandise is in- 
tended as a gift, note the 
promised delivery date. Or- 
der in plenty of time before 
the holidays so you won't be 
disappointed. A recording of 
Christmas music or a sweater 
with Santa Claus on it won't 
mean much if it arrives in 
January. 
One major factor in delays 
is the use of personal checks. 
If you send a check, the com- 
pany waits until it clears be- 
fore processing your order. 
This can delay shipment by 
weeks! I suggest paying by 
credit card; that way, if the 
company fails to ship your 
order, you can get a refund 
anyway. 
According to the Federal 
Trade Commission's Mail- 
order Rule, the company 
must ship your order when 
promised. If the company 
doesn't specify a shipping 
time, it must send the mer- 
chandise within 30 days. If 
there will be a shipping delay, 
the company must give you 
the option either to agree to 
the delay or to cancel the or- 
der. 
If you decide to cancel your 
pre-paid order, the seller 
must mail your refund within 
seven business days of receiv- 
ing your notice of cancella- 
tion. If you charged your pur- 
chase, the seller must adjust 
your account within one Dill- 
ingcycle. 
Dick Eppstein is president 
of the Better Business Burea u 
serving Northwestern Ohio 
and Southeastern Michigan. 
The BBB may be contacted at 
1-800472-OW. 
.*   + 
Play Your Cards! 
USG Outreach 
k"** 
Students voice your concerns 
- on outreach cards found in all£ 
Residence Halls. 
»ata 
BGSU Theatre Presents: 
Mary Gallagher's 
c De Donde ? 
November 
14-16 
8pm 
Eva Marie Saint 
Theatre 
Call the Box Office right away to reserve your tickets: 
372-2719, Monday - Friday 10am - 2pm, 4 - 7pm 
TA 
City park needs more volunteers 
Students necessary to keep recreational programs available for kids 
by Tim Funk 
The Insider 
A group of volunteer University 
students and local parents have 
kept Bowling Green city parks' 
recreation programs alive and 
found reward in the process. 
But the program needs even 
more volunteers this semester. 
Jeff Judd, youth sports super- 
visor, facilitates coaching for city 
sports and hopes to add a sum- 
mer volleyball program to the 
present roster with the help of 
more volunteer coaches. 
He said the recreation pro- 
grams depends heavily on vol- 
unteer coaches and officials. 
"With the present [financial] 
crunches, I don't think we would 
have some of the programs we do 
without volunteers,' Judd said. 
The minimum wage increase and 
a large bill to the state of Ohio 
have cost the city parks program 
heavily. 
Student and parent coaches 
help keep the city's sports pro- 
grams affordable for anyone be- 
tween the ages of 6 and IS. 
However, the city park needs 
volunteers in more areas than 
sports. 
"We are expected to do more 
with less money," said Bob Cal- 
lecod, director of parks and rec- 
reation. Three years ago the city 
had seven recreation programs, 
and now there are 61, he said. 
During periods of sport regis- 
tration, the city recreation office, 
located in the city park on Con- 
neaut Road, needs volunteers for 
clerical aid and receptionists. 
According to Judd, volunteers 
could potentially hold basketball 
registration at local schools dur- 
ing lunch periods. 
Carter Park, located on Camp- 
bell Hill Road, presently requires 
volunteers to continue with "fin- 
ishing touches" in its develop- 
mental stage as funding becomes 
less available. "Federal and 
state money is drying up," ex- 
plained Judd. 
Callecod recognizes the needs 
of the sports programs and other 
potential local projects. "They 
are growing considerably and we 
are hard set to handle that growth 
without volunteers," he ex- 
plained. 
Among Callecod's growing 
programs is a collaborative effort 
with the Wood County Park Dis- 
trict. Trained naturalists have 
gathered to organize local nature 
hikes. The contribution of student 
volunteers, assisting naturalists 
or actually guiding tours could 
enable groups of children to at- 
tend regular hikes. 
"The University is our lifeline 
and we'd like to keep our ties 
growing," Callecod said. 
According to Judd, coaching 
has given good hands-on experi- 
ence to University students, es- 
pecially those in education and 
rrts management who are now 
lent teaching. Building and 
impression for future employers 
and helping the children are some 
of the benefits. 
University business major 
Gary SUverhart coaches softball 
and soccer for Bowling Green 
City Parks and regards it as one 
of the best experiences he has 
ever had. 
"A lot of people think you need 
to be an all-star in sports to 
coach, but you really don't," SU- 
verhart said. "It's my way of giv- 
ing back to the kids for the 
chances I had as a kid," he add- 
ed. 
Jeff Judd regards Kristin 
Chavez as his "most seasoned 
volunteer coach." Chavez, an el- 
ementary physical education and 
health major, coaches soccer and 
basketball and makes return 
visits from her home town, De- 
troit, to coach summer softball. 
"Interacting with the parents 
taught me a lot," Chavez said. 
Active involvement with Bowl- 
ing Green City Parks sometimes 
opens up paid employment with 
the recreation department, ac- 
cording to Jeff Judd. Any parents 
or students interested in vol- 
unteering may contact the recre- 
ation office at 354-6223. 
Fall of Berlin Wall remembered 
by Luclnda Robbins 
cily reporter 
If a picture is worth a thousand 
words, the Huntington Bank, 130 
S. Main St., may have more 
words than dollars this week. 
The bank is continuing its exhi- 
bition of photographs taken dur- 
ing the destruction of the Berlin 
Wall in November 1989. 
Viewers will have the opportu- 
nity to see the events that took 
place on both sides of the wall 
during the destruction of the wall 
and reunification through the len- 
ses of prize-winning pho- 
tojournalism. 
The exhibit consists of 30 color 
photographs featuring the works 
of Christopher Morris, Joanna 
Pinneo, Ken Sakamoto, Anthony 
Suau and David and Peter Turn- 
ley. 
The works of several of the fea- 
tured photojoumalists have been 
used in national publications such 
as National Geographic ,Life, 
and Time. 
According to Martha Woelke, 
coordinator of the event at the 
Bowling Green office, the exhibit 
was originally featured in the 
bank's main office in Columbus. 
"Someone from our office saw 
the exhibit there, and thought it 
would be interesting to have [the 
exhibit] in this area," Woelke 
said. 
Frank Wobst, chairperson and 
CEO of Huntington BankShares 
Inc., is originally from Germany 
and is active with German cul- 
tural events, Woelke said. 
The exhibit is coordinated by 
the German consulate in Detroit, 
which made it somewhat easy to 
get the exhibit because of the 
close geography, Woelke said. 
The exhibit will be shown in the 
lobby of the bank through Friday, 
November 15. Hours for the exhi- 
bit are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Erin 
Fandel 
BG Newi 
Salesperson of the Week 
Nov. 4 - Nov. 8, 1991 
ALL YOU CAN EAT ! 
Wed. Pasta Buffet   £?^ 
Thurs. Mexican Buffet .5 
DRAFT BEER PARTY 
UPSTAIRS 
O    IS!    O    Wed. &Thurs. V£ 
5 - 9 p.m.    /oovt 
Benefits American Cancer Socety 
"V 110 N. MAIN 352-9222  
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
ItftfzQn 
Wednesday November 13, 
through 
Saturday November 16 
18-20 Welcome 
S2.00 cover after 9:30 
21 and Over 
$1.00 cover after 9:00 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Sat.:    Noon 'til 2:30 a.m. 
Sunday:    2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. 
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day* 
m 
-i Room s 
tP 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
SPAGHETTI 
$4.25 
Hours: 
Sunday 12:00-2:00 P.M. 
Mon   Units 11:30-1:30 P.M. 
4:30-7:00 P.M. 
Friday Il:30-I:30 P.M. 
Located in the University Union 
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on-campus students. 
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95 card holders. 
352-0796 
"HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT 
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN 
$1.00 Fare 
For Elderly (65+)/ 
Handicapped Persons 
TrinM MmkMon Cud Raquntf' 
VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Whaalcrulr Ace... • Group Stating AwllabU*"prowM 
'Transit Identification Carda Avataole At Grants  Administrators Office By Appt. Only. 
Call 354-6203 For Mxe Information 
$2.00 Fare 
For Persons 
4-64 Yrs. Of Age 
Children 
Ride Free Of Charge 
with adult. 
Child niu nit in CUd Ra itf iml 
soviet movnn 
NCflARO RAMOS 
"Ramos Taxi" 
Let Driver Know 
How Many Persons 
Will Be Riding 
That Mrvic* m fkwncod . 
part from to oporthng as 
Mtanc* Qrant from IT* 
Ohto Ooportonont of 
Ttnaportsrhon 
University Village 
& 
University Courts Apts. 
are now renting 
9-month and 12-month leases 
One and two bedroom apartments 
Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included 
Central air 
No pets please 
(419) 352-0164 
EARLY BIRD SPECIALS 
SIGN YOUR LEASE TODAY AND 
RECIEVE CURRENT RATES! 
Clough & Mercer 
Bowling Green 
Elsewhere 
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Hopefuls begin debates 
DETROIT (AP) — The six 
major 1992 Democratic presi- 
dential hopefuls staged their 
first debate Tuesday, each 
portraying President Bush as 
indifferent to the recession and 
himself as the best hope for 
quick economic revival. 
In the audience were union 
leaders from across the coun- 
try, whose support could be 
crucial to the candidates in key 
primaries but risky to their 
stances as independent out- 
siders. 
"The president of the United 
States just doesn't seem to un- 
derstand that there is a 1 if e-and- 
death struggle going on in 
America today, Nebraska 
Sen. Bob Kerrey said in his 
opening statement at the debate 
hosted by the national AFL- 
CIO. "Increasingly, I believe 
Americans are growing dis- 
tasteful of that kind of leader- 
ship." 
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton 
said that in the 1992 election, 
voters need to "change our 
national leadership to restore 
our economic leadership, 
restore the forgotten middle 
class." 
The biggest applause during 
the opening remarks went to 
labor's early favorite in the 
race, Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin. 
He denigrated Bush and also 
took a poke at Kerrey by re- 
minding the union leaders that 
the Nebraskan voted to give 
Bush "fast-track" authority to 
negotiate a free-trade agree- 
ment with Mexico. Labor 
leaders argue that the treaty 
will cost American jobs. 
Harkin won applause when he 
promised to rebuild America's 
infrastructure and said: "I 
mean to do it with American 
steel and American products 
and American labor in our own 
country." 
Virginia Gov. L. Douglas 
Wilder said Democrats bad 
been hurt by those who decided 
after Walter Mondale's 1984 
loss that the party was too close 
to labor and minorities — a 
clear shot at the centrist Demo- 
cratic Leadership Council 
headed until recently by Clin- 
ton. 
Wilder said Presidents Rea- 
gan and Bush had used "greed 
and prejudice" to divide Amer- 
ica and that Democrats who 
distanced themselves from the 
partv were "playing into the 
hands of those who want to di- 
vide us." 
Former Massachusetts Sen. 
Paul Tsongas said he decided to 
run for president because of his 
anger at "watching George 
Bush take this country over the 
economic cliff." 
The final candidate, former 
California Gov. Jerry Brown, 
said Reagan-Bush policies had 
eroded labor's strength and he 
promised to "cut the umbilical 
cord to the status quo" in Wash- 
ington and work to revive the 
economy. "Working people 
have to take this country back," 
Brown said. 
In their responses to early 
debate questions, all of the can- 
didates promised to work ag- 
gressively for one of labor s 
Erimary concerns, a national 
ealth care plan. 
Not participating in the de- 
bate but a presence nonetheless 
was a longtime labor favorite 
who is Hearing his decision on 
whether to join the 1992 field. 
New York Gov. Mario Cuomo. 
Harkin has drawn early at- 
tention from labor, but has not 
locked up widespread support 
among activists. He stands to 
lose the most if Cuomo runs. 
THE ALTERNATIVE. 
100.5 
BGSlTs^lFM 
Last Few 
Days 
Seniors 
for your pre-appointed senior portrait 
session. Carl Wolf Studio is shooting senior 
portraits on a pre-appointed basis through 
next Friday only. You should have 
received in the mail your presechuled 
date for your session. Simply be at The KEY, 
28 West Hall on that date, between 10-12:30 
and 2-6 p.m. 
If you missed your pro-appointed date or didn't receive It In the mail, 
come to The KEY between now and next Friday, we'll fit you In 
Any questions? Call 372-8086 
Religion new ploy in race 
Duke-Edwards duel turning to faith questions 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — That old 
time religion has become a big is- 
sue in a governor's race that pits 
a formerly avowed racist against 
a noted ladies' man and gambler. 
A campaign worker for David 
Duke resigned this week, saying 
the former Ku Klux Klan leader 
is a phony born-again Christian 
who still holds racist beliefs. 
Duke supporters hammered 
away at a 1984 interview in which 
former Gov. Edwin Edwards said 
he doubted that Christ rose from 
the dead. 
"He basically said the Bible is a 
lie," Duke has said in numerous 
interviews. 
Edwards has countered with a 
five-minute campaign commer- 
cial on Christian radio stations in 
which he states that he accepts 
the Resurrection as a matter of 
faith. He has said that he was 
misunderstood in the interview, 
in which he said he doubted the 
Resurrection because it violated 
natural law. 
Edwards and Duke led a 
12-candidate field in Louisiana's 
Oct. 19 open primary but neither 
got a majority. They face each 
other in a runoff Saturday. 
Duke, a maverick Republican 
since late 1988, was a Klan leader 
in the 1970s and associated with 
neo-Nazis well into the 1980s. 
Edwards, a lifelong Democrat, 
gained a reputation as a ladies' 
man and gambler during more 
than 30 years in politics. He sur- 
vived   numerous   federal   in- 
vestigations but was indicted on 
racketeering charges during his 
third term as governor. He was 
acquitted in 1986. 
Bob Hawks, who resigned 
Monday from the Duke cam- 
paign, said Duke was still a ra- 
cist. At an Oct. 19 victory party, 
Duke praised Hawks and identi- 
fied him as his state campaign 
coordinator. On Tuesday, a Duke 
spokesperson played down 
Hawks' role, describing him as a 
volunteer worker with no official 
title. This came after Hawks re- 
signed. 
"He is using Christianity to ob- 
tain votes," said Hawks. "I'm not 
a judge, but Jesus does tell us we 
can iudge a fig tree by the fruit it 
produces." 
Veggies 
□ Continued from page one. 
vegetarian recipe book published 
by the National Association for 
College Food Servies, Pugh said. 
The most common reason for 
not eating some forms of meat, 
Pugh said, is because people do 
not want to "see the destruction 
of animals." 
Pugh said when many people 
see rabbit" or "veal on the 
menu, they "picture the cute 
rabbit or lamb. 
Some vegetarians also eat fish 
and poultry, and will eat meat 
products during some family 
gatherings, Pugh said. 
Some people who become vege- 
tarians do so because they are 
taught tiie amount of grain it 
takes to feed one cow can be used 
in some cases to feed many peo- 
ple, she said. 
Some experts say the grain 
used to feed one farm animal 
could feed ten the number of hu- 
mans if eaten directly by people. 
Types of vegetarians include 
strict vegetarians, lacto- 
vegetarians (people who eat only 
vegetables and dairy products) 
and lactc-ovo-vegetarians (peo- 
ple who eat only vegetables, 
dairy and egg products), Pugh 
said. 
Most vegetarians are lacto- 
vegetarians, she added. 
Eating meat is not bad, health- 
wise, Pugh said, but diners 
should watch the fat content in 
some meat products such as ba- 
con, hamburgers, ham and some 
steaks. 
Pugh said eating only meat can 
cause kidney problems. 
Bush 
11 Continued from page one. 
ness to lead." 
"It seems that only when he 
drops in the popularity polls does 
he wake up to the real problems," 
Rep. Charles E. Schumer, 
D-N.Y., said in an interview. 
Bush made his comments at a 
$2.2 million fundraiser, the third 
in a series of galas with the Re- 
publican Party s elite as he builds 
his campaign war chest before 
making the formal announce- 
ment that he will seek a second 
term. 
Rebutting criticism that he has 
neglected domestic problems 
while spending most of his energy 
on foreign affairs, Bush said it is 
Congress that is "out of step with 
the times, and out of touch with 
the heartbeat" of the country. 
"Polls go up, polls go down. 
We've got a year to go," Bush's 
press secretary Marlin Fitzwater 
said, dismissing the new figures. 
OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE 
OUR OFFICE POLICY 
IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE 
THAT COVERS CHIROPRACTIC CARE, WE WILL AC- 
CEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS PAYMENT 
IN FULL. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY YOUR 
DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE ARE 
WILLING TO ASSUME THEM. THIS MEANS TREAT- 
MENT WONT COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF YOUR 
POCKET. 
AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC 
1072 N. MAIN 
2 Blk. N. of Poe 
354-6166 
A.  Neumann, D.C.   •  Or. K. Morklond, DC.  •  Dr. S. MesKk.  0. 
ill1 ,iiiiii'»»ni|lll|1\lIY I 
Come Live With US! 
Summer & Fall 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES 
8th & High - Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
352-9378 
9 & 12 Month Leases Available 
• Fox Run    * Mini Mall    * Piedmont 
■k Haven House Manor    * Small Buildings    *  Frontier Housing 
* Birchwood Place    • Houses 
Efficiencies,    1    Bedroom,   2   Bedroom   -   Furnished 
or   Unfurnished,     Laundry    Facilities    available. 
All Rentals have full use of Cherrywood Health Spa. ® 
w 
Applications for 
BG News €ditor 
for 
Spring Semester 1992 
are now being accepted.  
Apply at  214  West Hall 
Deadline is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Nov 26. 
Diversions 
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TIDBITS 
Best Sellers 
FICTION 
1. "Scarlett." Alexandra Ri- 
pley 
2. "Needful Things," Stephen 
King 
3. "Star Trek, the Next Gen- 
eration: Reunion," Michael Jan 
Friedman 
4. "The Sum ot All Fears," 
Tom Clancy 
5. "All the Weyrs ot Pern," 
Anne McCaffrey 
6. "Comeback," Dick Francis 
7. "Sleeping Beauty," Judith 
Michael 
8 "Remember," Barbara Tay- 
lor Bradford 
9. "Night Over Water." Ken 
Follett 
10. "The Doomsday Conspir- 
acy." Sidney Sheldon 
NON-FICTION 
1. "Under Fire," Oliver L. 
North 
2. "Final Exit," Derek Hum- 
phry 
3. "Me," Katharine Hepburn 
4. "Awaken the Giant." An- 
thony Robbins 
5. "Childhood." Bill Cosby 
6. "The New World Order." 
Pat Robertson 
7. "Den of Thieves." James 
B Stewart 
8. "The New Joy of Sex," 
Alex Comfort 
9. "Life's Not Fair, But God Is 
Good." Robert H. Schuller 
10. "Heaven Is Under Our 
Feet," Don Henley and Dave 
Marsh 
(Courtesy of Waldenbooks) 
The Top Ten 
Best-selling singles of the 
week: 
1, "Can't Stop This Thing We 
Started." Bryan Adams 
2 "Cream." Prince and The 
NP.G 
3. "Romantic," Karyn White 
4. "Emotions," Martah Carey 
5. "Hole Hearted," Extreme 
6. "That's What Love Is For." 
Amy Grant 
7. "Real Real Real," Jesus 
Jones 
8. "Don't Cry." Guns N' 
Roses 
9. "Set The Night To Music," 
Roberta Flack and Maxi Priest 
10. "When A Man Loves A 
Woman." Michael Bolton 
(Source: Cashbox magazine) 
Baby, Why 
Don't We...? 
Wednesday: 
•■This Year's Fad at Tuxedo 
Junction. 
•►The Merry Can Men at Ea- 
syStreetCafe. 
•■Big Hunk O' Cheese at 
Good Tymes Pub. 
•■Chris Otto at Photographs. 
•■Blitzen at Howard's 
Thursday thru Saturday: 
»-?De Donde? in Eva Marie 
Saint Theatre at 8 p.m. 
•-The Twist-Otis at EasyS- 
treetCafe 
•■Hot Rocket at Photographs. 
Thursday: 
•-UAO Lenhart Classic Film 
Series, "Hallelujah, I'm a Bum" 
in Gish Film Theater at 9 p.m. 
►■Spiderfoot with Wishing 
Field at Frankie's. 
Friday and Saturday: 
•■UAO    Weekend    Mov- 
ie,"Naked Gun 2-1/2" in 210 
Math Science at 8 p.m..   10 
p.m. and 12 a.m. 
•►Wild N' Woolley at Jax Club 
California. 
Friday:*- Spiderfoot and the 
Bushrocks at Good Tymes Pub. 
•-The Hannibals with John and 
Mary at Frankie's. 
Saturday: 
•-Shag Nastys with South Go- 
ing Jack at Frankie's 
Artist portrays 'other side' 
by Emily S. Vosburg 
contributing writer 
Dreamwalker, an emerging feminist artist, 
doesn't paint men. 
"I never paint men, naked or otherwise. I don't 
want to pay attention to them really," she said. 
She said she doesn't hate men, but she would 
rather focus on changing the way women are 
portrayed in art. 
After years of her life were spent as a wife, 
mother and computer operator in suburbia, she de- 
cided to return to academia and pursue her desire 
to create. She is a senior fine arts major and wom- 
en's studies minor at the University. 
"I'd done independent study in psychology and 
theology for 10 years and decided I didn't want to be 
a therapist. I wanted to paint," Dreamwalker said. 
She said the development from psychology to 
theology to art is not as scattered as it seems. It is 
a desire to go deeper, deeper...from the body to the 
mind to the soul," she explained. 
Her chosen name also indicates her desire to de- 
lve into the hidden. She said it is the title of "the 
person you meet who takes you to the other side." 
She explained, "There are ways to take someone 
to the other side that do not mean death. Maybe the 
other side is just another way of seeing. 
"Pursuing creativity and growth outside main- 
stream values and encouraging others who feel 
aimless to help them find their own path, in other 
words." 
Dreamwalker has been a radical feminist for ten 
years; feminism and art school go hand-in-hand 
very naturally for her, she says. "My focus is on re- 
viewing the image of women in art. 
"People still look at art out of gender-specific 
The BG Nevs/Jay Murdock 
Working on her project in the Fine Arts Annex, Dreamwalker chips 
away at a chunk of white alabaster Tuesday afternoon. She said that 
the sculpture is tenatively called "Do Not Touch." 
eyes so that women have become the object of art," 
Dreamwalker said. 
She added that the male view in art also involves 
men possessing and dominating women. 
Male artists are, essentially, voyeurs, she said. 
Women in most pictures don't look right at you, just 
as in real life women are afraid to make eye con- 
tact. 
"In my work, the woman returns the gaze. That's 
probably the most important aspect of my art," she 
said. 
This semester, Dreamwalker is in the process of 
creating a series of figures in her sculpture class. 
She is incorporating the theme of incest and the 
Medusa myth. 
The Medusa fights back and is not afraid to lose 
the image of beauty or sanity in doing so, Dream- 
walker explained. 
Dreamwalker is also working on a series of paint- 
ings called "Dangerous Women." The women she 
has chosen to paint have escaped the status quo to a 
large degree. They are self-made, self-actualized. 
And they are older women — over 50 — who faced 
more walls and boundaries than younger women. 
"It's something that will alter the stereotype of 
the sweet little old lady," she said. "Women don't 
need to apologize for their wrinkles or what nature 
has done." 
She said she considered these women dangerous 
because they influence younger women, yet our cul- 
ture doesn't encourage women to view other women 
as heroes. 
"Our culture still validates women by who loves 
them. But you aren't defined by someone outside 
yourself. Influenced, yes, but you can be influenced 
within your gender, too. I think for women that's 
especially important," Dreamwalker said. 
The BG News/Rob WeUler 
Freshman Robb Walter closely investigates the details in a metal mask in the Metal Works show on dis- 
play in the BGSU Fine Arts gallery. 
'Coffee table' books out 
just in time for holidays 
by Ron Berthel 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK (AP) - At this 
time of year, when publishers roll 
out their heavy artillery in large- 
format, sleek and glossy books, 
one might be tempted to think of 
the fellow who was asked if he 
wanted a book as a gift and re- 
plied: "I'd rather have some- 
thing else — I already own a 
book." 
For a great number of others, 
however, a book, no matter how 
many already stack the shelves, 
is a welcome and treasured gift. 
This fall, there is a plethora of 
the so-called "coffee table" 
books. Some, such as the nearly 
17-by-14-inch "Georgia O'Keeffe: 
The New York Years" (Knopf) 
are themselves as big as some 
coffee tables and — in the case of 
"O'Keefte" an& its $100 price tag 
— as expensive. 
The topics treated by these 
weighty, impressive volumes 
range from architecture to zoo 
animals, with books on famous 
people and places, the arts, 
sports and doings in the home 
thrown in for good measure — 
and for good reading. 
Here are highlights of some of 
the titles currently available for 
holiday giving: 
Art and Design 
In addition to "O'KeeHe," 
there are plenty of volumes on art 
and design that bring the works of 
the great masters into your 
home. 
"French Painting" (Hugh 
Lauter Levin, $85; $100 in 1992) by 
Charles F. Stuckey is a massive 
volume with 300 illustrations rep- 
resenting the works of many 
great painters, from Medieval 
times to the era of Impressionism 
and Post-Impressionism. 
"The Impressionists: A Retro- 
spective" (Hugh Lauter Levin, 
$75), edited by Martha Kapos, 
studies the lives and works of Ce- 
zanne, Monet, Renoir and others. 
Among its many illustrations are 
20 fold-outs. 
Books keyed to museum collec- 
tions include "A Renaissance 
Christmas" (Bullfinch, $19.95) by 
the National Gallery of Art, 
which tells the story of Christmas 
through works from the gallery's 
permanent collection; "The Pra- 
do" (Abrams, $95) by Santiago 
Alcolea Blanch, a guided tour of 
the "museum lover's museum" 
in Madrid; and "Treasures of 
Venetian Painting" (Vendome, 
$651 by Giovanna Scire Nepi, with 
176 color plates displaying the 
collection of the Gallerie deU'Ac- 
cademia in Venice. 
"The Illustrated Life of Jesus 
Christ" (Grove Weidenfeld, $30) 
by Joseph Rhymer is depicted in 
120 color illustrations, including 
Byzantine mosaics, paintings by 
Renaissance masters, and 
stained glass. 
"Hirschfeld: Art and Recollec- 
tions From Eight Dec- 
ades"(Scribner's, $50) features 
over 330 drawings and litho- 
graphs by the famed caricaturist 
of the stars of Broadway, Holly- 
wood and the political scene. And 
drawings of a somewhat different 
nature are the feature oi "The 
World of Charles Addams" 
(Knopf, $30), a collection of 300 
cartoons by this master of the 
mirthfully macabre. 
A charming and offbeat work of 
art is "Griffin & Sabine'ty Nick 
Bantock (Chronicle, $16.95). In 
this slim, handsome volume are a 
series of postcards and letters in 
envelopes carrying correspon- 
dence between an artist in Lon- 
don and a young woman in the 
South Pacific who can "see" his 
work. 
"Glass: 5,000 Years" (Abrams, 
$60), edited by Hugh Tait, traces 
the art of glassmaking, from an- 
cient Egypt and Mesopotamia to 
turn-of-the-century Tiffany and 
Lalique, in text and 260 color pho- 
tos. 
"Buttons" by Diana Epstein 
and Millicent Safro (Abrams, 
$49.00) features over 1,000 exam- 
ples of buttons from the authors' 
Eirivate collection, along with but- 
on history and collecting. The 
alternative, of course, is "Cuff 
Links" (Abrams, $35) by Susan 
Jonas and Marilyn Nissenson, a 
pictorial history covering 200 
years. 
Also for art aficionados: "Mat- 
isse, Picasso and Miro: As I 
Knew Them" (Knopf, $50) by Ro- 
samond Bemier; Masterpieces 
of Japanese Prints: The 
European Collections" (Kodan- 
sha, $40); "African Art Master- 
Eieces" (Hugh Lauter Levin, $35) 
y George Nelson Preston; 
''American Impressionist 
Masterpieces" (Hugh Lauter Le- 
vin, $35) by Lisa N. Peters; 
"Architecture: The Natural 
and the Manmade" (St. Martin's, 
$40) by Vincent Scully; "T7ie 
Glory of the English 
House "(Bullfinch, $50) by Lionel 
Esher and Clay Perry; "TVen- 
tieth Century Architecture: A 
Visual History" (Facts on File, 
$65) by Dennis Sharp; 
"Louis Majorelle: Master of 
Art Nouveau Design" (Abrams, 
$85) by Alastair Duncan; "Art 
Deco Masterpieces" (Hugh 
Lauter Levin, $35) by Derek 
Ostergard; "Russian Design and 
the Fine Arts 1750-1917" 
(Abrams, $75) by Evgenia Kiri- 
chenko; and Jean Dunand" 
(Abrams, $95), the life and works 
of the Art Deco designer. 
Professor, students 
look to the past for 
heart of new book 
by Julie Bauman 
contributing reporter 
Human interest and feeling are 
the focus of "Breaking the 
Silence," a book recently revised 
and reprinted by University stu- 
dents. Thomas Klein, professor of 
English, and his students have 
published their writings, experi- 
ences and values in a collection of 
work that is intended to make 
readers "reflect their own com- 
plicity,"Klein said. 
The book is the result of Klein's 
English 480 class, Literature of 
the Holocaust and Genocide. 
"Breaking the Silence" is a 
compilation of essays, research, 
poems and journals written by 
Klein's students, all of which are 
the writers' personal reactions to 
the material discussed in class. 
According to Klein, one main 
theme of the book can be seen 
through one line of Tom Daven- 
port's poem "What's in a 
Name?" which states "Our best 
hope for the future would seem to 
be to never forget the past.'' 
The past can offer everyone 
something to think about and re- 
flect on differently, so the book 
tries to show different interpreta- 
tions of the past which are often 
time paraleled with the present 
and future, Klein said. 
"One thing the book does is re- 
late everyday experiences ... to 
racism, anti-semitism... things 
that breed hatred," said Scott 
Ziance, University student and 
editor in chief of the original pro- 
duction. 
Klein said in the preface of the 
book, "These writings demon- 
strate that we can break the 
silence of our narcissistic cul- 
ture." 
Klein said he believes it is im- 
portant to realize how the actions 
of the past affect every person di- 
rectly. 
Publication of a book was not 
the original intent of Klein when 
he formed the class two years 
ago. After teaching the class, 
however, Klein found the writings 
of his students so powerful he 
wanted to share their ideas. 
He presented his ideas of pub- 
lication before his class and found 
he had more volunteers than he 
needed. 
Eventually, an editorial board 
was chosen and the class began to 
work on the book. Klein said the 
class was so dedicated to the 
Eroject they paid for the produc- 
on of the first edition of the 
book. 
After the first edition had been 
published, Klein said he realized 
he had received some work at the 
end of the semester that would 
enhance the overall feeling of the 
book. 
Klein said Andrew Kerek, dean 
of the College of Arts and Scienc- 
es, and Vice President of aca- 
demic affairs Betsy Clark urged 
him to print another edition of the 
book. The University, along with 
the Toledo Jewish Community 
Foundation, helped finance the 
project. 
Klein, with help from student 
Laura Fuhrman, decided which 
articles of the first edition would 
be dropped and which new mate- 
rial would be added. Strong think- 
ing was an important cntereon 
for inclusion in the second edi- 
tion, according to Klein. 
The result is the second edition 
of "Breaking the Silence." The 
book can be purchased from 
Klein in his office at 310 Universi- 
ty Hall or in the University Book- 
store for $12.95, two dollars below 
cost. 
Battle with cancer 
keeps Frank Zappa 
from tribute show 
NEW YORK (AP) — Frank Zappa was unable to attend a 50th 
birthday tribute because of a continuing battle with prostate 
cancer, his family announced Thursday. 
"He is fighting successfully," his daughter, Moon, said at a 
packed news conference. "There are occasional periods where 
he's not feeling as well. Unfortunately, this is one.' 
The rock guitarist-singer-composer was scheduled to appear 
at "Zappa's Universe," a New York tribute Thursday night. 
Moon and her two brothers, Dweezil and Ahmet, are appearing 
in the show. 
Zappa turns 50 on Dec. 21. 
Dweezil was with Moon when she read a short statement an- 
nouncing her father's illness. The pair left without answering 
questions, although a family spokesperson added that Zappa 
was "at home and at work." 
The announcement was made at the Ritz in Manhattan, where 
performers were staging a dress rehearsal of the show. "He is 
thrilled people are playing his music — the more, the merrier," 
Moon said. 
Zappa's musical career took off in the 1960s with his ground- 
breaking band, the Mothers of Invention, known for its savage 
satire and social commentary. 
Sports 
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Roundballers bounce Czechs 
by Glen Lubbert 
assistant sports editor 
The men's basketball team 
moved one step closer to regular 
season play with its 104-65 victory 
over the Czechoslovakian Pe- 
zinok Club, last night. 
An  improved 7-v Falcon defense held the Pe- zinok Club to 33 Soints during 
te second halt. 
The team 
pulled down 24 
defensive re- 
bounds and 
kept the Pe- 
zinok Club to 
five offensive boards. 
"We started out a little bit con- 
servative in terms of our inten- 
sity," head coach Jim Larranaga 
said. "We increased the intensity 
on defense and we stayed with 
that level of intensity longer than 
we did the last time.' 
 I 
Larranaga 
The Pezinok Club pressed the 
Falcons during the opening 
minutes of the game as they led 
BG 12-10 after the first five 
minutes. A three-pointer by 
senior Kirk Whiteman tied the 
game at 15. Soon after, Larran- 
aga made his first player change 
putting in junior Vada Burnett as 
Snior Michael Huger limped off 
e court. 
"I have a little lump on my 
foot," Huger said. "My shoe rubs 
against my foot and it swells up. 
It's pretty bad. Tonight it affect- 
ed me, but I think it will heal in 
time for the opener." 
The Falcons ended the half 
ahead 47-32, and when they re- 
turned for the second half, they 
never let the Pezinok Club gain 
any headway limiting them to 
only 14 points during the first 10 
minutes. 
Despite that, Larranaga said 
the team was a little uncertain 
whether it was doing the right 
thing and ended up playing con- 
servatively. 
Fall 
into 
Savings 
at 
BLUE RIBBON PHOTO s 
WE ARE 
Bowling Green's only 
Full-line Photo Store that features: 
• 1 Hour film processing • 
• Cameras • Lenses • Batteries • 
n 
Exrta Set 
Of Prints 
ForS1 
For 3x5 
Prints 
Valid On All lr 
-1 Hour Processing 
Get 'he second se' o< prints 
!cx S1 when tne firsl set'S 
developed ana printed ai 
Blue Piopon Photo Store 
Gooa on 110. 126. 35mm. 
ona disc film (C -41 
process). Coupon must 
accompany order This 
coupon not valid with any 
other olfer One roll per 
coupon 
COUPON EXPIRES 
11/24(91. BGN 
*&* Film 
Developing 
Good on 110. 126. 35mm. 
and disc Mm (C-41 
process] Get S3 ofl on 36 
exp. S2 Ott on 24 exp , or 
S1 off on 12/15 exp This 
coupon must ocoompany 
ader This coupon not vc*d 
with any other ofter Ore 
roll per coupon 
Valid On All In Lab 1 Hr 
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COUPON EXPIRES 
i n/14/n NN 
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> 
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Hours:    Mon - Fri 9am-8pm 
Sat 9am-5pm v^ 
Sun 12am-5pm TSB$!| 
(across from Uptowm) ^*Sr~ 
SBLCJE RIBBON PHOTO s 
157 N. Main 353-4244 
1 11111111111 on 
"I have a little lump on my foot. My show 
rubs against my foot and it swells up. It's 
pretty bad. Tonight it affected me, but I 
think it will heal in time for the opener." 
—Michael Huger, concerning the injury to his right 
foot 
"So it's like, you deny your 
man, but if he wants to catch it, 
I'm going to let him have it," 
Larranaga said. 
It was hard to judge the offense 
against the Pezinok Club, accord- 
ing to Larranaga. The Pezinok 
Club's defense totalled 28 re- 
bounds compared the BG's 38. 
They also allowed 29 turn-overs 
on offense where the Falcons had 
10. 
"It would have been preferable 
to have the game a Little more in- 
tense from their defense," Lar- 
ranaga said. "It was too easy for 
us to score. However, we felt like 
we accomplished what we needed 
to. I thought there was a little bet- 
ter effort and execution tonight." 
Huger agreed that the Falcon 
defense did play better. 
"I   thought   we  played   real 
well," Huger said. "I thought our 
defense   improved   from   last 
game, and our intensity was 
igh." 
The intensity and effort showed 
through with an improved .561 
field goal percentage. However, 
the Falcons struggled at the free 
throw line making 6 out of 11 
shots for a .545 percent. They also 
finshed with a .400 three-point 
percentage. 
Starting for the Falcons were 
Huger, Kirk Whiteman, Jason 
Crump, Matt Otto, and Tom Hall. 
B.P. 275 S. Mam BOWLING GREEN 
353-3060 
Drop off your car on the way to class and our 
shuttle bus will take you and pick you up. 
• •- WE WON'' • i 
t                    - X (T RIGHT THE FRST TME 
• M  IUAIWNT50UGPA 
• SOHIO, B.P., VISA, MASTERCARD, AND DISCOVER CARDS ACCEPTED 
Hours: Mon-Fri 7am-9pm / Sat 8am-5pm 
The BG News/Jay Murdock 
Junior Michael Huger drives downcourt during BG's 104-65 victory 
over Pezinok Basketball Club. Huger scored 12 points and dished out 
13 assists on the evening. 
ATTENTION 
GRADUATES! 
Start off on the Right Track 
1992 DODGE SHADOW 
2 DOOR COUPE 
ONLY $168 mo. 
Auto trans. Rear Defroster 
Dual Mirrors, Much more 
* 54 Month closed end lease. 1st payment 
security deposit due at delivery, payments do 
not include tax. Rebates Applied. 
UP TO S700 CASH BACK TO QUALIFIED 
GRADUATES. See Dealer for details. 
GREG FELTMAN 
LEASE MANAGER 
893-0241 
■?n,....»..;...^.              * 10 gallon aquarium $8.00 
WWi IlllliiriUmS          A 20 gallon aquarium $20.00 
Wr£ 1 —           ' 50 gallon aquarium $39.00 
fe^Bhal                                A Discounts on accessories and lish 
B^KjfV|                                            - feeder fish SI.00 a dozen 
M     °X^I                   '-" '""isi""" Ave. 
WmMMBB   W™-™' Only 15 minutes from Bowling Green 
Looking for a qualified 
proofreader? 
Look no further than your 
bookstore's software section! 
Grammatik, the ultimate in writing improvement software, is 
available at educational prices in your bookstore right now. 
Grammatik has the power to proofread your writing for thousands of 
writing errors including grammar, style, usage, punctuation and 
spelling. If you want your writing to be clear, concise and best of all, 
correct, pick up a copy of Grammatik from your bookstore today! 
University Bookstore 
Hours: Mon-Thurs 8-6 
^jnrrmuiikA Grjivnur_.il Q 
«=BM> 
Fridoy8-5 
Saturday 9-5 
Student Services Building 
QUANTUM 90 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
THE 
RIGHT 
ANSWERS 
Q. My Quantum 90 debit account balance is getting low. 
What can I do? 
A. You have several options. You can deposit additional money 
($20 or more) in your account at the Bursar's Office. Any 
excess money in your account at the end of the semester will 
carry over and be added to your spring semester account if you 
are enrolled for the spring term. You can pay cash at any 
campus food outlet. The fall semester $100 charge option will 
become available on Nov. 16th. 
Q. I have too much money in my Quantum 90 debit account. 
What should I do? 
A Remember, if you are enrolled for spring semester it will carry 
over along with your new plan dollars or you could use excess 
dollars to purchase shelf-stable packaged items at the Chily's 
or GT Express. The plan you selected fall semester was billed 
automatically to you for spring semester. You may make 
changes at the Office of the Bursar before the end of the 
semester. 
Q. When do I get a refund? 
A. A refund will be available at the end of the year or when you 
withdraw from BGSU, if you purchased an upgraded plan 
($735, $845 or $1055). If you purchased one of the larger 
plans you will be credited your unused dollars in excess of the 
$575 minimum per semester plan, any bonus dollars, and a 
$10 administrative fee. 
Q. How much money should I have left now? 
A. Use the handy guide below to budget your Quantum 90 
dollars. 
Fall '91 Minimum  Comfort   Super 
Beginning 
Balance 
Nov. 16 
Dec 7 
Dec. 20 
$575 
$143 
$70 
$0 
$750 
$186 
$92 
$0 
$870 
$215 
$108 
$0 
Super 
Plus 
95+» 
$1105 
$277 
$139 
$0 
$100 
$25 
$12.50 
$0 
* Lunches only 5 days/wk. 
More questions? Call University Food Operations 
372-7933 
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Wolverines howl in '92 
College basketball makes its 
season debut on November 15 as 
the Indiana Hoosiers battle the 
UCLA Bruins in the annual Tip- 
Off Classic and with this game 
comes a multitude of questions 
waiting to be answered. 
Will Bobby Knight do another 
interview with Connie Chung? 
Will the Illinois basketball pro- 
gram be indicted again? How 
many backboards will Shaquille 
O'Neal shatter during his junior 
year? These questions and many 
more will be answered upon the 
completion of the upcoming 
hoops season. 
However, in order to appease 
those individuals who are unable 
to wait until season's end, I would 
like to offer assistance on predict- 
ing this year's finest university 
hoop squads. 
Not wanting the reader to fall 
asleep already, I predict that the 
University of Michigan will claim 
the National Championship at the 
Metrodome in March. Michigan 
boasts the country's finest in- 
coming recruiting class with 
Juwan Howard. Jalen Rose, 
Jimmy King and Chris Webber, 
who is considered by many to be 
last year's best prep player. 
Michigan Head Coach Steve Fi- 
sher said, "We will be good, just 
probably not as good as the Mich- 
igan alums think we are. But I'd 
rather have that than the other 
way around." 
Look for Michigan to utilize an 
uptempo game with its supreme 
athleticism. Center Eric Riley 
and guard Michael Talley will 
need to keep camp in shape until 
the Fabulous Foursome of 
Freshman become accustomed to 
the rigorous world of college bas- 
ketball. 
This year's Road to the Final 
Four will be one of the most bu- 
mpy highways in the tourna- 
ment's existence. Many promi- 
nent teams will be eliminated by 
roadblocks portraying the Prin- 
cetons and Murray States of 
seasons past. Others will set the 
cruise control and challenge the 
Maize and Blue for the title. 
Lou Carnesecca's Redmen of 
St. John's return four starters in- 
cluding forward Malik Sealy, 
center   Robert   Werdann,   and 
Kint guard Jason Buchanan. 
iuie and company showed 
sports fans just how good they 
were in last year's NCAA tour- 
nament when they devoured a 
top-seeded Ohio State squad. 
The off-season antics of Todd 
Day and the rest of the Arkansas 
Razor-backs will serve as a moti- 
vator for Nolan Richardson's 
club. Duke, last year's national 
champions, add 6-11 freshman 
Cherokee Parks to an established 
core of talent consisting of center 
1 Steve Seasly 
Christian Laettner, Bobby Hur- 
ley, Thomas Hill and Grant Hill. 
Hurley's lack of perimeter shoot- 
ing and lack of physical skills will 
be exploited by opposing foes and 
eventually lead to Duke's down- 
fall. 
"I like my team," said Duke 
coach Mike Krzyzewski. "We 
won the national championship 
last year. That has nothing to do 
at all with this year. We have to 
mature enough to understand 
that. Our guys are hungry. I think 
they'll work hard." 
What Knight's Hoosiers 
lack in the paint, it makes up for 
on the outside. The terrific trio of 
('albert Chaney, Eric Anderson, 
and Damon Bailey can compete 
with anybody in their respective 
positions. Indiana will inevitably 
fall into its own hole and out of 
championship contention due to 
its lack of an effective center. 
The always consistent Dean 
Smith and his Tar Heels will sport 
a variety of talents but little ex- 
perience. Junior George Lynch 
and sophomore Eric Montross 
need to carry the load up front. 
The determining factor will be 
sophomore point guard Derrick 
Phelps. As he goes, so does North 
Carolina. 
Rick Pitino's migration south 
from the Big Apple was just what 
the Bluegrass State needed. 
Pressing defenses and heaps of 
three-pointers propel the Wild- 
cats. Senior forward John Pelph- 
rey and sophomore forward Ja- 
mal Mashbum prosper in this 
fasti)aced system. The lack of ef- 
fective post play will hinder Ken- 
tucky's run to the Final Four. 
The graduation of Treg Lee and 
Perry Carter will stifle Ohio 
State's hopes of post-season pro- 
minence. The Buckeyes are an 
exact replica of last year's Mich- 
igan State team. They have been 
overrated. Junior Jimmy Jack- 
son, a product of Ma comber in 
Toledo, can't be expected to 
carry the load. Look for Indiana 
transfer Lawrence Funderburke 
to be a fluke. If he remains on the 
squad for an entire year, it will be 
a surprise. If anybody would like 
to bet, I'm sure Bobby Knight 
would give you great odds. 
Arizona State will be a more 
significant contender than people 
think. Coach Bill Frieder's per- 
severing recruiting style is re- 
vered by his peers. Sophomore 
Jamal Faulkner leads a youthful 
club high on talent but low on ex- 
perience. 
UCLA and senior forward Don 
Maclean hope to get a piece of 
America's favorite pie, the NCAA 
Campionships. Bookends Tracy 
Murray and Ed O'Bannon pro- 
vide support to the Bruin cause. 
This team is one of the most tal- 
ented teams UCLA has had since 
the dynasty days of John Wooden. 
Another team that attracts at- 
tention is Louisiana State with 
O'Neal. The prognosis for the 
Tigers is skeptical at best. Lack 
of a supporting cast is their main 
deficiency. 
Seton Hall has explosive Terry 
Dehere and a balanced squad. 
The Pirates are always around 
the kitchen when the dinner bell 
rings. 
As far as individual honors are 
concerned, my first team sauad 
includes Lee Mayberry of Arkan- 
sas at point guard, Dehere of Se- 
ton Hall at snooting guard, Clar- 
ence Weatherspoon of Southern 
Mississippi at small forward, 
LaPhonso Ellis of Notre Dame at 
fower forward, and O'Neal of 
SU at center. 
Steve Seasly is a sports writer for the News. 
Schiller guides Falcons 
to Rhode Island crown 
by Mike Slates 
sports writer 
i 
The volleyball team flexed its muscles again 
this past weekend by winning three straight 
matches to take the Rhode Island Tournament. 
The Falcons have dominat- 
ed in the first four tourna- 
ments they competed in this 
year. They have accumulated 
a 9-2 record and two tourney 
wins to go with a second and a 
third place finish. 
The volleyball team stopped 
a tough Syracuse squad in 
three consecutive games Fri- 
day night by scores of 15-10, 
15-10, 15-11. Senior co-captain 
Tammy Schiller contributed to the cause with 
her team-leading 13 kills and .480 attack per- 
centage to go with 11 digs. Junior left-side hitter 
Holli Costein and senior middle hitter Lisa Mika 
helped with 11 and 10 kills, respectively. 
On Saturday, the Falcons faced their toughest 
test in the first of two matches when they met 
Texas A&M. The Aggies came into the tourna- 
ment with the worst record of the four teams 
with a 14-14 mark. 
After taking the opening two games, the Fal- 
cons found themselves in trouble of losing their 
Schiller 
first game since playing Notre Dame a week 
ago. The Aggies jumped out to a 14-11 lead and 
were looking to prevent a sweep. Bowling Green 
though, scrapped back to win the game 17-15 and 
defeat Texas A&M. Schiller had 22 kills for the 
team and Mika had 14 kills and 13 digs. Costein 
had 14 digs to lead the team. 
"We did not have an easy time with Texas 
A&M," said head volleyball coach Denise Van 
De Walle. "But even though we found ourselves 
down 14-11 in the third game, we knew we could 
still came back and sweep them." 
Bowling Green then faced Rhode Island, the 
host of the tournament, in the final match; 
however, the Rams did not have much of a 
chance against the Falcon juggernaut. 
The Brown and Orange defeated Rhode Island 
15-10, 15-3, 15-10. The volleyball team needed just 38 kills as a team to dispose of them. Mika 
and Schiller (13 and 11 kills) again led the Bowl- 
ing Green attack. Carey Amos led the team in 
digs with 9 and assists with 27. 
"Rhode Island is a pretty good team. Do not 
let this game fool you, said Van De Walle. "We just played good defense throughout the tour- 
nament and it helped us win. Our bench did a 
nice job in all three games, too. Their play 
helped us preserve wins in the three matches. ' 
Schiller was named Most Valuable Player of 
the tournament. 
MAP 
BROKEN NECKCHAIN 
or 
CHAIN BRACELET! 
SPECIAL 
INTRODUCTORY 
OFFER 
Kcpaii one break in any 
neckrhain or 
chain bracelei 
Just $7.00 
(you musi bring ihis ad) 
RAINBOW JEWELRY 
SERVICE 
118 W. woosier 354-GOLD 
hours 12 noon lo 8:00 pm 
oiler expires II15-01 
Student Recreation Center 
WEIGHT TRAINING CLINIC 
Saturday, Nov. 16 11:00am - l:OOpm 
at the Student Recreation Center 
Come and learn more about 
Nautilus and Universal Weight-lifting! 
For more information contact 
Lauren Mangili at 372-2711 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
Advertising Club Meeting 
Jennifer Dautsch and Cathy Drake 
from Lean Cuisine frozen pizza A desserts 
Speak about The Brand Managers role in ad- 
vertising   7 30pm   Nov   13   McFali Assembly 
Room 
AKRON US 
CARTOON FREEZETAG 
ATEASVSTREETCAFE 
THURS NOV. 14TH 
American Marketing Association 
Career Awareness Week 
Wed . November 13-7 30 pm. 110 BA 
Amy Whitelord. Interviewing Tech 
A* are welcome' 
Attention PHI ETA SIGMA Mi initiates, the ban- 
quet is this Sunday. November 17. from 5 00 
lo 8 00 in the Alumni Room See you there* 
LAGALAOA LAOALAGA 
The Lesbian and Oay Alliance 
Information and Referral 
PHONE LINE 
IS 
OPEN 
Monday • Wednesday - Friday 
7 to 10 p.m. 
352-5242 * * 352-LAGA 
LAGALAOA LAQA LAGA 
Reach-Out to people who need you' Come find 
out what Reach-Out is about Meetings every 
Wednesday night at 9 30 pm m 107 Henna 
Hal' Everyone Welcome' 
UAOHAYRIDEI 
Sunday, Nov. 17th 5:00 p.m. 
Sign up NOW in UAO Office. 
3rd floor Union 
Don't miss out on this1 
Only $6 for transportation and food' 
EVERY WED IS KARAOKE NIQMT 
ONLY AT MARK'S 
Weekly prizes1 Register to win an overnight llmo 
tripto Windsor. Canada        
WANTED 
Study In SPAIN through BQSU 
Education • Culture • Travel 
All students welcome1 
informational meeting 
Monday. November 18: 7 30pm 
State Room. University Union 
or cell AYA Spain 372-8053 
BAND-O-RAMA CONCERT 
Featuring 
Marching Band. Fad Wind 
Ensemble and Concert Band 
Conductors Jay Jackson and 
MarkS Kelly 
Sunday 3pm Kobecker 
Admission 
BGSU Ski Club Mandatory Meeting 
Last payments for ASPEN trip are due Ateomfo 
on Crested Butte Hobday Valley trips T-shirts 
$15 • they're going quick so gel yours now' 
112BA900pm Nov   13th 
Just SKI IT! 
CKICKI 
• REMEMBER ' 
Meet at University hall al 8 40 pm by middle en- 
trance, lor yearbook picture   Meeting will be 
right after this. 9 00 pm in the Alumni Room So 
bring your smile and see you there' 
Come discuss how the current changes In 
the Soviet Union are effecting the Italian ree- 
tuarant business. Russian conversation al 
Myles Pizza Thursday 8 pm. Questions? Call 
Antonio or Gayle 372-1408     
Do you know someone In a crisis pregnancy 
situation? Stephanie Rina. Director of the 
B.G. Pregnancy Center, will be speaking 
Wed. night at 8 pm In the Faculty Lounge 
(Union) about how women In these situations 
are feeling, how to help them, and what as- 
sistance Is available through the Pregnancy 
Center.  
H ali la E scuc haj Siesto ■ £ spanol 
Spanish Club conversation hours 
Wed 8- 10. MT   Muggs 
USED BOOKS SALE 
$ 10 • $4 00 
Nov   134 14. 1000- 1 00 
2nd floor. Student Lounge. Psych Bidg 
WANT TO QUIT? 
Not school, not your job -SMOKING' 
Group meetings Wednesdays 
BeginntngOct 236:30-7 30pm 
Call 372-8302 or 372-8303 to register 
NO FEE! 
SERVICES OFFERED 
AVE8URY BOOKS 
Old. used, rare out-of-print 
10-6. Monday-Saturday 
143-CE   WuuelerSt 
Loving nana wH care for your eh*)  Fun time 
630-530 354 1642. excellent references 
LSAT " GRE ' GMAT 
Before you take the test, call the expert Local 
classes   forming   now    Kaplan   Educational 
Center Cal for details 536-3701 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Scholarships and Grants 
1-800-USA-1221 ext 2033 
PREGNANT? 
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and sup- 
portive services   Confidential   BG Pregnancy 
Cenler Can 354 HOPE  
* ZBT " ZBT " ZBT ■ ZBT • 
Congratulations lo Doug Smith on his recent la- 
valiering to Snerrl Sheely 
• ZBT * ZBT • ZBT ■ ZBT ' 
Are you tired of being pushed around? Does it 
seem like nobody listens to what you say? Can 
you really get what you want? Do you have 
rxobleme dealing with difficult people? Have we 
got the workshop for you" Learn How To Effec- 
tively Deal With Life By Using Assertrveness 
Techniques win be presented on Wednesday. 
November 13th at 7 00 p m. in the Campus 
Room. 3rd floor Union Make your reservations 
by caning the Student Activities and Orientation 
Office at 372-2843 We re S OLD on leader- 
ship' 
FRANCE THIS SUMMER)? 
French Cluster 
Finishes Language requirement 
Gives International living experience 
Information Meeting Wed. Nov. 20 
7:00 PM The French House 
BO'S INTERNATIONAL CONNECTION 
Study and live next year at 
BGSU's branch In 
FRANCE 
Open to all students with 
French 202 skills. 
Information meeting at the French House 
Wed. Nov. 20, 7:00 p.m. 
PERSONALS 
BHOC BHOC BHOC 
SEE THE CHEESE 
HEAR THE CHEESE 
BE ONE WITH THE CHEESE 
BIG HUNK O'CHEESE 
AT GOOD TYMES TONIGHT 
Vote lor yourKING * QUEEN for Ihe DELTA 
ZETA - TMETA CHIVoHeyball Tourney this 
week .ii the I du< al on Bu ding 10-4 
WANT TO WORK ON THE BG NEWS STAFF 
THIS SPRING? BETTER START VOLUNTEER 
ING NOW' CALL LYNN. 2-6968 MEETINGS 8 
PM SUNDAYS. 210 WEST HALL. 
Congratulations 
Panhel's Greek Athlete of the Week 
Megan Pletcher • Kappa Delta 
Congratulations to the Winners 
ol the Greek Point System lor 
Alcohol Awareness Week 
Delta Tau Delta 
Congratulations 
FREAK WEEK BANNER CONTEST WINNERS 
1st place - Latino Sludent Union 
2nd place - Phi Kappa Tau 
3rd place   Alpha Phi 
DELTA    ZETA    THETA    CHI    VOLLEYBALL 
TOURNEY 
This Sat Nov   16   10-2 
Did you know' According to Leonard Gross In 
Look Magazine when taxpayers pay the bU at 
Planned Parenthood climes it is 2 lo 4 limes 
more expensive than when an individual pays 
for it 
MAOO. Mothers Against Drunk Drivers 
SADD Students Against Drunk Drivers 
BAM Bikers Against Motorists 
Get a tile. Get a bike' 
Free Pizza 11 
Freshman Off Campus University Students 
November 13, 8:00 p.m. 
Off Campus Sludent Center, 
Ground level Mosefy Hall 
 Bring ■ IrlendU  
Free to good home one orange kitten, very 
cute and friendly Call 352-0486 
Get Ready 
The Great American Smokeout 
■scorning' 
Visit the display Nov  14 and Nov 21 
at Ihe Union Foyer between 10 a 2 
Pick up a Survival Kit when you turn 
in a partial peck of cigarettes 
Greek Sweatshirts 
initials* Names 
5333 Monroe Si 
Toledo. Ohio 43623 
419-885-3039 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TIFF 
You are the best big ever 
You're 21 st Birthday you'll forget never 
Hope  the  next  year brings you  many  hot 
scopes 
And thai our friendship last lorever is one 
ol my greatest hopes 
 I LOVE YOU BIG  
HAVE YOU TURNED IN YOUR 
APPLICATION? 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Applications Due 
Today! 
UAO Office or 
405 Sludent Services 
Help HSA and Cystic Ffcrosis 
Bowlathon   Nov    24    1 00-5 00   at   Al-Mar 
Lanes Sponsor sheets available in Honors Of' 
lice and Darrow Lobby 
HEY PRESENT ODK MEMBERS' 
Our Key picture Is 
Thurt.Nov 14 
al 7:30 p.m. 
In University Hall 
Be there, or your picture won't bet 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S WRES- 
TLING • NOV 13. MEN'S a WOMEN'S 
3-PLAYER BASKETBALL - NOV 21. 
A 
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW! 
DAYTONA BEACH 
5 ana 7 WCHTS 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
TEAMBOAT^ 
PANAMA CITYBEACH 
FORTLAUDERDALE 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
MUSTANG ISLAND I 
PORTARANSAS 
SAND 7 NIGHTS 
nth Annual 
Celebration! 
TOLL FREE INFORMATION S RESERVATIONS 
1-800-321-5911 
Long Island 
Iced Ted 
Phi Mu * Pancake Breakfast ■ Phi Mu 
Get your all you can eat 
Pancake Breakfast Tickets 
from any Phi Mu for only $ 2 00 
We   fealure   regular,   blueberry   A   choc 
chipGSun   Nov   24 10 30-2 30 at St   Tho 
mas More 
Call 372-2750 for tickets or Info 
B IFIUWR- 
PRE-HOUDAY BLOWOUT'!' 
WHO ALL SENIORS 
WHERE   MT MUGGS BAR ANO GRILL 
WHEN NOVEMBER 15. 1991 5-9PM 
WHY SENIOR APPRECIATION DAY 
DETAILS APPETIZER SPECIALS 
PIZZA $50 
HOTDOGSS 25 
DRINK SPECIALS 
PROPER ID REQUIRED) 
RAFFLE GIVEAWAYS EVERY HOUR1'1 
SO COME OUT AND JOIN THE FUN'M 
SENIOR PROGRAMMING BOARD SAYS 
GET READY FOR THE HOLIDAYS" 
■HELP- 
1 non-smoking female needed to subieaee a 
very large one bedroom apt lor Spring '92. Aa 
close to campus aa you can gel w/o IMng on 
campus Call Lon 352 4809 
1 female subleaser for Spring Semester Will 
have own bedroom A bathroom. $175/mo. 
which includes utilities Cal Sonia at 352-3009 
oratwork352-2168  
1 male subleaser for Spring 1902. Own room. 
Reasonable rent 1 block from campus Cal 
Rich 354-2227 
1 male subleaser needed lor Spring Semester 
Own Room Washer and dryer Included in unit 
Call 353-1610  
1 nonsmoking female lo sublease for Spring 
Cheap rent Call 354-6884 for more info. 
1 or 2 female roommates for Spring semester 
Non-smokers Cheap rent 354-8082 Ash for 
Kan. 
1 or 2 male roommates needed to sublease for 
Spring 2 bedroom apt at University Village 
Close to campus 352-3413 
1 roommate needed for Spring '92. Nice 
apartment, cable TV 352-8937 • Dan. 
2 subleasers needed lor Spring '92" Nice 
apartment, low rent* Pool, shuttle service, and 
most utilities included Call 352 3190 Aak for 
Misty or Di 
ASAP 
1 or 2 male or female roommates for Spring 
Semester Close to campus in Campus Manor 
352-8853. ask lor Mike 
ATTENTION PROF'S 
Responsible couple. 55ish Irom CA wants to 
rent furnished home Dec 19-28th in BG to visit 
tamily lor x-mas Cal Wendy at 362-6085 
Desperate 
1 female wanted lo 
Sublease lor Spring' 
Own room / 1 sl month renl Free' 
Call Michefe at 352-5369 
8 • 10 am or after 10 pm 
HELP I Graduating senior needs 1 female sub- 
leaser for spring semester $145 per month 
Own roomllRoom with two fun-loving room- 
mates Call Andrea alter 5 30 al 353091 1 
Need 1-2 female subleasers $144 mo A uni- 
ties Big house with own room Cal 352-4536 
NEEDED - 1 female subleaser for Spring 92   1 
mo tree rent then on semesierty rale plus utili- 
ties House close to campus OWN ROOM 
. Call 352-2312 leave message. 
Needed 1 (emale roommate lor Spring 
$ 150/mo . pay only part of cable 8 phone Can 
354-8771  
Needed: 2 female nonsmoking rmmts. Spring 
'92. 2 bed, wIvanKles. Close to campus. 
$720 earn 4 else. Call 354-6994.  
Nonsmoking female subleaser needed for 
Spring '92 VERY NICE apartment on E Woos 
ter across from Kow $842 semester • Iree 
heal, water, cable Call 352-9538. ask (or Kim. 
Lynn or Karyn 
One male subleaser lor Spring '92 Fox Run 
apis Reduced rent Call Joe at 352-481 5 
One non-smoking female roommate to sublease 
house for Spring Semester 2 blocks Irom cam- 
pus $150 mo plus unties Call 352-7 164 
People needed to sublease for Spring Se- 
mester. Very cool apt., close lo campus, with 
negotiable rent. Call 352-7500 or 354-8474 
for details.  
Rommmate Needed 
One male roommate needed lor Spring '92 
Close to campus   Own  room.  Townhouse 
Cheap' Call Mark or Tony at 354-4757. Leave 
message 
Roommate, non-smoking, needed to share 
spacious 1 bedroom apt $135 a month mc u- 
Mittes Have option on 2 bedroom Must like 
classic rock CaP 353-3610 Leave message 
Student worker wanted to do installations and 
data entry Familiarity with Mac Classic needed. 
10 hrs per week. $5'hr Reply in writing to 
North West Library District. Ann Allan Grey. 
251 N Mam SI ,BG Ohio 
Sublease Spnng and/or Summer '91 1 per- 
son. 1 bedroom efficiency apt Furnished, 
microwave.   $235/mo .   near   campus    Cal 
352 2651 or 1 833 2876  
Sublessor needed Available Dec 21 for Spnng 
92 Own bdrm in house on E Wooster across 
from Kohl A Rodgers $120. mo Call 
353-3011. 
Earn $1,000 per week at home stuffing enve- 
lopes' For information, please send long self 
eddressed stamped envelope to CJ Enter- 
prises. Box 87068C. Cuyahoga Fans. OH 
44222 
LOOKING FOR a Fraternity. Sorority. Student 
Organization or exceptional individuals that 
would Mke lo potentially make $1.000 or more 
sponsoring QUALITY SKI and BEACH trips on 
campus For further Information cal Mark at 
Orion Tours, Inc. 1-800-800-6050. 
NANNIES 
Up to $400 per week. Uve-tn jobs EasfWest 
coast. Chicago  Many benefits   Minimum one 
year NATIONAL NANNY 
1-800-933-9397 
SEMESTER BREAK 
" " * Openings " * " 
Vector Marketing has special 2 lo 5 week 
work program May become part-time 
during classes $8 to start Al 
majors welcome Must interview now, 
may begin immedietely. or start 
alter finals Cal 1-535 3636 
FOR SALE 
1987 Cutku Supreme 442 Loaded T-tope 
two toned gray Cal 686-1285 
Leather and Down lackers 
Cheap'Cal 352 9514 
both brand new' 
NAD CD player with remote - $160 Leather 
facket - $85 Cal 3549616 Also settng 
speakers 
Weight Lilting Equipment 
Cud system, bike, bench, etc. 
Call 2-3048 or 2 8328 
FOR RENT 
"Now Leasing" 
Summer & Fall 1992 93 Leases 
Large assortment to choose from 
Stop by 319 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco Bed) 
lor listing brochure & speak with our 
friendly staff or call 354-2280 
John Newlove Real Estate 
2 bdrm. 2 full baths 1 yr old building 
$430'month 352-3176  
3 bedroom house In Weston 
$400 per month 
476-9329 or 669-3673 
Carry Rentals 
Listing available for school year 1992-93. 
(Houses - Apts • Rooms) 
Office located at 316 E Merry#3 
or phone 352-7365 
For rent efficiency across from Otfenhauer A- 
vail   Dec  for Spring semester   352-0710 or 
354-2280  
HAVE YOU HEARD???'? 
RE. MANAGEMENT 
has its flyer ready for the 
1992-93 School Year 
ready and waiting for you lo pick-up' 
STOPINTOOAYt 
113 Railroad Street 
(Next to Kinko's) 
352-9302 
Houses and Apartments close to campus 
For Summer 1992 and 1992-93 
School Year 1287-3341 
MECCA MANAGEMENT INC 
Eff from $190 00 
1 bdrm from $270 00 
2 bdrm from $390 00 
Starting Jan 1st. 1992 
353-5800 Between 9 00 am and 1 00 pm 
Need eubtaeaer lor a furnished room m a house 
Rent is $114 28 a month Great location. 
house in good condition Female preferred Call 
Penny at 354-7375 
One eff apt and one 2 bdrm apt available 
starting Jan 1st. 1992 Rent is negotiable Call 
Steve or Jim 352-1312.  
Sublease 1 bedroom apt In B G ImmerJate or 
2nd Semester posession $385 plus electric 
Call alter 7 00 p m 
URGENT•URGENT - URGENT- URGENT 
Sublease my apartment end move-In wr 
Thanksgiving Break! Haven House. E Woos- 
ter St - Close to campus Non-smoking female 
needed Cal lor details Monday-Thursday, any- 
time 352-3993 
URGENT - URGENT - URGENT - URGENT 
VILLAGE GREEN APARTMENTS 
Now leasing. Summer $ Fail  92 93 leases 
Spring leases for 1 A 2 bedroom furnished A un- 
furnished   Resident manager A maintenance 
Call 354-353$. 
i 
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